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BOWL OF CAST AND ENGRAVED BRONZE

INDIA, DECCAN; 15TH CENTURY&NBSP;

H: 8.2; DIAM: 22.7 CM

With its jagged edge, this bowl resembles a star or a stylised, ten-
petalled flower. It may have been used to catch the water which
servants poured over visitors’ hands before a meal. Many later
examples of such hand basins from India exist, and they often have the
same wide rim and compact, round body as this bowl (73/1980).

The bowl originates from the Deccan in Central and South India, and
in several respects its shape is inspired by the local, Islamic
architecture. Many Deccan princely palaces have large, star-shaped
water features, and the bowl here may have been conceived as a
miniature version of such pools.1

The downward jagged border along the rim of the bowl is another
ornament familiar from Deccan architecture; it is also used on other
architecturally inspired metalwork from the area (2/2016).



By contrast, the engraved design of twisted arabesques adorning the
inner and outer rim of the bowl is inspired by art from Iran and
Central Asia; the ornamentation is reminiscent of that of a
contemporary Timurid piece of woodcarving (15/2014).

The Bahmanid dynasty, which ruled the Deccan in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, was highly influenced by Iranian and Timurid art
and culture and had objects ranging from small utensils to entire
building complexes decorated in the Iranian/Central Asian style of the
time.2

1 George Michell and Helen Philon: Islamic Architecture of Deccan India,
Woodbridge 2018, p. 154.

2 George Michell and Helen Philon: Islamic architecture of Deccan India,
Woodbridge 2018, pp. 168–169.
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